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Introduction: Compliance as the Interaction between Rules
and Behavior
Benjamin van Rooij and D. Daniel Sokol

Abstract: Compliance has become important in our contemporary markets,
societies, and modes of governance across very different public and private
domains, stimulating a rich body of empirical work and practical expertise.
Yet, so far, we do not have a comprehensive understanding of what compliance
is and what mechanisms and interventions play a role in shaping it, or how
compliance shapes various fields. Thus far, the academic knowledge of compliance has remained siloed in different disciplinary domains, and along different
regulatory and legal spheres and different mechanisms and interventions. This
chapter, which is the introduction to The Cambridge Handbook of Compliance,
offers a comprehensive view of what compliance is. It takes a broad approach in
seeing compliance as the interaction between rules and behavior. It discusses
what different mechanisms and interventions are at play in shaping such
compliance. And it reflects on the different methods for studying compliance
and their inherent limitations.
The 2020 Coronavirus pandemic presented one of contemporary humanity’s largest behavioral
challenges. In order to contain the spread of the virus, human behavior had to change fundamentally. And it had to do so rapidly and most likely for a prolonged period of time. At the core of
this behavioral change operation were sets of rules about hygiene, consumer behavior, and social
distancing and isolation. Some of these behavioral changes were adopted in private organizations,
directed at employees, at members, or at customers. And some were governmental, directed at
businesses, at public organizations, and at the general public. To contain the spread of the virus,
these rules (and, in some cases, formal government mandates) could be effective only if individuals and organizations followed them. In other words, to fight the Coronavirus required
a worldwide effort to boost compliance. This crisis thus presents a good example of how important
compliance has become in our contemporary markets, societies, and modes of governance.
Prior to this crisis, compliance had already become a highly important issue across very
different public and private domains, stimulating a rich body of empirical work and practical
expertise. Often this work across fields was done in isolation from other fields. For example,
there has been much attention paid to compliance in the corporate world. As countries have
adopted legal incentives or duties for corporations to develop compliance and ethics management programs, like the US Federal Sentencing Guidelines of 1991, corporations have
This research was made possible through a generous grant from the European Research Council (ERC-2018-CoG HomoJuridicus - 817680).
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instituted a range of compliance measures, including codes of conduct, dedicated compliance officers, training programs, and whistleblower protection rules both for core financial
crime-type functions such as audit that fundamentally impact board governance
(Chhaochharia and Grinstein 2007; Iliev 2010; Alexander et al. 2013) and across other more
specialized areas (Coglianese and Lazer 2003; Parker and Gilad 2011; Parker and Nielsen
2009b; Van Rooij and Fine 2019).
Compliance has become an industry complete with its own professional organizations and
is creating an ever-growing stream of jobs. While some of these jobs are purely legal and about
setting up systems of rules and codes of conduct, corporations have also turned to auditors,
management consultants, behavioral economists, psychologists, and organizational scientists
to understand how they can effectuate these rules in practice.
There has also been much attention paid to compliance in the public sector.
Governmental regulators, including environmental, tax, antitrust, data protection, and occupational health and safety, have increasingly moved from a pure law enforcement to
a compliance perspective, where they try to understand how they can best stimulate regulated
actors to change their conduct as required (Gray and Silbey 2012, 2014; Kagan and Scholz
1984). Regulators have developed specialized compliance units that focus on behavioral
change, and some even have behavioral specialists with backgrounds in psychology, behavioral economics, or other social sciences. In the criminal justice sphere, compliance has
always been vital, although the term is less used.
Criminal justice has always conceptualized how best to reduce criminal behavior and thus
is always about how the law can shape human and organizational conduct. Here, police and
prison and parole authorities, and to some extent also prosecutors, have teamed up with
criminologists, psychologists, sociologists, and other social scientists to understand what
enforcement strategy and what other interventions may work best to reduce crime.
Another good example is compliance in the medical world, where much attention has
gone out to whether patients comply with doctors’ orders (Memon et al. 2017; Jin et al. 2008;
Reardon et al. 2011; Costa et al. 2015) and whether medical workers comply with hygiene
norms (Erasmus et al. 2010; Labrague et al. 2018; Gammon et al. 2008). Compliance in health
has also focused on how government and the private sector can nudge individuals to be
healthier through various compliance schemes (Bachireddy et al. 2019).
All of this shows that compliance is everywhere. Yet, so far, we do not have a comprehensive
understanding of what compliance is and what mechanisms and interventions play a role in
shaping it, or how compliance shapes various fields. So far, the academic knowledge of
compliance has remained siloed in different disciplinary domains, and along different regulatory and legal spheres and different mechanisms and interventions. The aim of this Handbook is
to bridge these silos and show a comprehensive view of what compliance is, how we can best
study it and what different mechanisms and interventions are at play in shaping it.
This Handbook takes a very broad view of compliance. It sees compliance as the interaction
between rules and behavior. We can portray it in a simple formula, with R for rules and B for
behavior:
R

!B

By taking this broad approach, the Handbook spans the different disciplinary perspectives. First, it takes a broad approach to rules (the R in the formula). These can include
legal rules in formal legislation. Here we can think of the criminal law rules that are
binding formal law, violations of which constitute misdemeanors or felonies punishable
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with governmentally backed sanctions. In another category of formal rules are the
administrative law regulatory rules that guide individual and organizational behavior
through administrative sanctions. And there are private law rules, too, most notably
those flowing out of tort liability and contracts; these also guide human conduct but
their enforcement goes through private law enforcement mechanisms. Our broad
approach to rules may also include rules that are directly related not to the formal
legal system but to private ordering. Here we can think of internal organizational rules
that bind organizational members. Or we can think of informal rules as they exist, for
instance, between doctors and patients (where patients are asked to follow doctors’
orders), in sports (the rules of the game), and within communities.
Second, the Handbook’s broad approach also spans different forms of behavior (the B in the
formula). It includes both individual and organizational conduct, and sees that most behavior
is a combination of both. As such, it does not see organizational behavior as solely that of the
organization but also as the sum of the interactions among the individuals in the organization. And individual conduct is always embedded in the broader social, organizational, and
cultural settings in which individuals exist, where there is always an influence of social norms
(Cialdini 2007; Cialdini and Goldstein 2004; Elster 1989; Goldstein et al. 2008; Schultz et al.
2007) and social learning processes (Akers 2017; Akers et al. 1979). The Handbook covers both
clearly deviant and unacceptable behavior, often framed in society as done by “criminals” or
“bad people,” and behavior that, while in violation of the rules, may be quite common and
done by “good people.” Here, by combining the criminological approaches that focus on
deviancy and the other social science approaches, including, for instance, social psychology
(Ariely 2012), behavioral economics (Jolls et al. 1998; Thaler 2015), and behavioral ethics
(Feldman 2018; Bazerman and Tenbrunsel 2012), the Handbook shows that there are remarkable communalities among these studies and that the distinction between good and bad
people breaking rules may not be as stark as some hold (Feldman et al. 2019). Finally, the
Handbook covers a range of behaviors, including street crime, fraud, bribery, cybercrime,
intellectual property rights infringement, traffic violations, medical errors, doping in sports,
human rights violations, unsafe food production, and occupational health and safety
violations.
A core aspect in the Handbook’s approach to compliance is the interaction processes
between rules and behavior. The two arrows (←→) in the formula show that we take
a bidirectional approach to such interaction processes. On the one hand, we look at how
rules come to shape behavior. For many this is how compliance is traditionally understood:
how people respond to rules and come to adapt their behavior to the rules. But the Handbook
also follows a growing body of research in sociology and anthropology that looks in the
opposite direction, namely, at how people’s responses to rules shape the meaning and
functioning of such rules (Edelman et al. 1991; Edelman and Talesh 2011; Talesh 2009;
Talesh and Pélisse 2019; Lange 1999; Falk Moore 1973). The Handbook thus combines the
instrumental view of law, where law is seen in terms of its function in achieving a certain
behavioral goal, with a constructive view of law, where society constructs what law means and
the functioning of law (Griffiths 2003). Here, our approach is similar to the way in which
Anthony Giddens’ sociological theory combines structure and agency in a reflexive manner
through the idea of structurization (Giddens 1984, 1990).
The largest part of the book looks at how rules come to shape behavior. Here the focus of
the field of compliance is markedly different from the traditional view in the field of law. In
existing legal scholarship and education, the relationship between legal rules and human
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behavior is often backward-looking, with discussions about what the appropriate law is for
behavior that has happened in the past. This presents an ex post view of law and behavior,
where law comes after behavior. In such a view, the behavior is given, and the core question
is legal and normative (van Rooij in press). The view on compliance in this Handbook is
mostly ex ante, where law seeks to shape future conduct (Darley et al. 2001). Such a view is
focused on what mechanisms play a role in how law comes to shape behavior (behavioral
mechanisms) and what interventions (behavioral interventions) can successfully activate
such mechanisms. The ex ante view of law and behavior requires an empirical analysis as
well as causal inference in order to gain knowledge about the functioning of such mechanisms and processes, before developing a normative view about which legal and other
interventions are to be promoted. The nature of empiricism varies across fields, mostly
notably between quantitative and qualitative approaches. However, even within quantitative approaches, the nature of how to structure research and the types of question that
different fields ask vary.
The Handbook shares much of the available empirical knowledge we have about how rules
shape behavior. As such, it forms the basis for an ex ante approach to law and a behavioral
jurisprudence that corrects legal assumptions about behavior, just like the field of behavioral
economics did for traditional neoclassical economic thought (van Rooij in press). The
Handbook looks at different mechanisms and interventions at play in how rules shape
behavior. As a general structure, the Handbook first looks at punishment, incentives (such
as tort and positive incentives), legitimacy (including procedural justice and the general duty
to obey the law), social norms, shame (neutralization of shame), capacity for compliance
(including legal knowledge and self-control), opportunity for rule violation, cognitive processes, and finally organizational processes.
For each of these different parts of the Handbook, there are complex interactions between
different behavioral mechanisms and different behavioral interventions. Consider, for
instance, punishment. Punishment as a behavioral intervention, in different forms, can
shape behavior in different ways through different behavioral mechanisms. And some of
these are positive, in that punishment, if it works well, can reduce rule-breaking, and some are
negative, in that punishment can result in more crime. See Table 1.1 for an overview.
On the positive side, punishment can deter people from breaking rules because they can
come to fear punishment (Nagin 2013; Nagin et al. 2009; Nagin and Pepper 2012; SchellBusey et al. 2016; Simpson et al. 2014). It can incapacitate: people cannot break rules when
table 1.1 The potential behavioral effects of punishment
Positive

End impunity (set a norm)
Be a specific deterrence
Be a general deterrence
Reassure compliers
Incapacitate
Rehabilitate
Shame

Negative

→ Behavior←
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Strengthen negative social norms
Disperse illegal behavior
Cause criminogenic effects
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they are locked away from society (Cohen 1983; Kessler and Levitt 1999; Miles and Ludwig
2007; Travis et al. 2014) or when professionals are debarred or when organizations lose
licenses or are closed down. It can rehabilitate offenders by forcing them to go through
treatment for underlying causes that made them commit offenses (Lipsey and Cullen 2007).
Punishment can also shame people and activate social and personal pressures on people to
motivate them to correct their conduct (Kahan and Posner 1999; Makkai and Braithwaite
1994; Van Erp 2011). And, of course, punishment can set a norm and end impunity as well as
reassure those that are complying that they are not doing so without reason (Gunningham
et al. 2005; Thornton et al. 2005).
On the negative side, depending on the type of punishment, the execution of such punishment, the type of behavior, the type of offender, and the existing social norms and social and
economic conditions, there are ways that punishment can make behavior worse. Punishment
can erode existing positive social norms (Gneezy and Rustichini 2000) and strengthen negative
social norms (Cialdini 2007; Cialdini et al. 2006; Schultz et al. 2007). Imprisonment can have
criminogenic (Cullen et al. 2011) and stigmatizing (Alexander 2012) effects, making ex-cons
more likely to reoffend, in part because prison socializes them in how to commit crime and in
part because the stigma of being an ex-con keeps them from the employment, housing, and
educational opportunities they need to lead a law-abiding life. Punishment can also result in
a cat-and-mouse game, where the higher the punishment, the more people are incentivized to
try to evade getting caught (Plambeck and Taylor 2015). Strong and violent punishment, like
capital punishment or lifelong imprisonment, may also have brutalization effects in pushing
offenders toward more violent crime (Cochran and Chamlin 2000; Cochran et al. 1994;
Shepherd 2005; Marvell and Moody 2001). And law enforcement can result in offenders seeking
elaborate ways to avoid detection (Gray and Silbey 2014). Punishing one offender may also
create opportunities for other offenders and thus displace and disperse offending; at worst, there
can be a Hydra effect where eliminating one offender creates many others (e.g. Ryan 1998). In
order not to face strong punishment, offenders can seek to shift blame to others and to
neutralize their own shame and guilt (e.g. van Rooij and Fine 2018). And finally, punishment
can backfire if it is done in a procedurally unfair manner that undermines people’s sense of
legitimacy and their willingness to obey rules out of a sense of obligation (Nagin and Telep
2017; Jackson et al. 2012; Tyler 2017; Walters and Bolger 2019).
All of this shows how just one particular intervention we use in law to shape behavior can
trigger many different behavioral mechanisms and have both positive and negative effects,
depending on the circumstances of the punishment, the offense, the offender, and the wider
context. The contributions in the Handbook cover distinct interventions and mechanisms, or
aspects of each, as that is mostly how the existing literature has developed. A full reading of the
Handbook will show the necessary comprehensive picture of how these different aspects of
how rules shape behavior interact.
To study compliance and the interaction between rules and behavior requires both legal
and empirical analysis. The legal analysis studies what interpretations of rules exist and may
also establish how such interpretations may leave room for discretion and interpretation in
practice. The empirical analysis looks both at what the behavior is in response to the rules and
at how, in practice, the rules come to be interpreted and applied, what different influences
there are on such behavior, and how these influences come to interact and shape the
behavior. The combination of the two styles gets us past the debate of “Does law matter?”
to “How does law matter?”.
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The empirical methods used to study compliance present fundamental challenges for
research. A first problem is practical and ethical. While, for some, compliance research
involves behavior that is not clearly illegal or legal, much other compliance research is about
finding out whether there was legal or illegal behavior. Studying illegal behavior through
surveys is highly challenging as most people who break the law do not want to share this with
researchers (Parker and Nielsen 2009a). At the same time, for most types of illegal behavior
(with the exception, for instance, of homicides, which are normally reported to the authorities), reliance on enforcement data to establish patterns in rule-breaking is problematic as
this makes it impossible to know whether enforcement detection has improved or whether
illegal behavior has gone up. Part of this is due to shifts in enforcement where behavior that
was once prosecuted may no longer be a priority. Doing experiments has the advantage that
real rule-breaking can be directly observed, but the disadvantages are that laboratory experiments may have low external, or real-world, validity and that field experiments are possible
only in certain areas of conduct but not in many others. Ethnography, finally, allows for direct
observation of illegal behavior and complex processes in real life, but it has the disadvantage
that it is hard to generalize to a larger set of cases or populations.
Another issue is what the research focuses on. Much scholarship assesses compliance with
a limited set of rules, and at one or two or maybe three points of time (here, of course,
exceptions are research data using automated monitoring or satellite monitoring, such as
when measuring pollution emissions or contact movement for public health, governmental
inspection data, or studies using publicly traded company data). Such research, whether
through surveys, experiments, or governmental data, gets us a clear picture of behavior with
regard to the selected rules at the given times. Yet, the reality of compliance is that individuals
and especially organizations face a multitude of rules and do so often on a continual basis.
What this means is that compliance research, where no continuous data or data across
different sets of legal rules are available, may come to show a static picture of something
that is inherently dynamic (Wu and van Rooij 2019). Put differently, the more complex the
situation to be studied, the more difficult it is to create a set of testable hypotheses that capture
its richness.
Yet another challenge in the study of compliance is how to establish a causal relationship
among the rules, the behavior, and the different mechanisms and interventions that can
shape individual and organizational responses to rules, and here methods that allow for more
causal inference (experimental and natural experimental designs) may have trouble capturing the complexity of how a multitude of mechanisms are at play in reality, while those that
capture such reality (ethnography and, to a lesser extent, enforcement data and nonexperimental surveys) allow for less causal inference.
In all of this, scholars also face ethical challenges if, through their study of people, they
come to know of illegal behavior that, in most instances, they cannot protect as privileged
information. This is especially so for studies that use direct observation of real behavior, such
as field experiments and ethnography (Parker and Nielsen 2009a).
To study compliance means to embrace the inherent limits of empirical methods. The
Handbook provides a state-of-the-art overview of the different approaches to capturing
compliance and making causal inferences about the influences at play. The Handbook
does not favor one method over another but, rather, sees that all methods have inherent
advantages and disadvantages and that researchers must make choices about the generalizability, simplicity, and preciseness of data (Fine and Elsbach 2000).
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The Cambridge Handbook on Compliance seeks to bring together knowledge about rules
and behavior from across the legal and social science disciplines. In doing so, it also seeks to
stimulate legal thinking and theory, to focus more on the question of how law comes to shape
behavior, and thus more on the ex ante approach to law’s influence on future conduct (Darley
et al. 2001). Here, it is hoped that the massive body of knowledge contained in its chapters will
help to clarify assumptions that exist in law about human and organizational conduct. These
include, for instance, assumptions about whether people know the law, how people respond
to punishment, how people respond to the law’s other incentives such as tort, whether people
make individual and amoral and rational decisions in response to legal rules, and whether
organizations (both private and public) respond to the law just like individuals do. It is hoped
that this body of knowledge will show which assumptions in law require correction and that
compliance scholars stand at the forefront in capturing and changing flawed legal assumptions about behavior and in building a behavioral jurisprudence (van Rooij 2020).
The Handbook also hopes to reduce some disciplinary siloes by introducing work from
certain approaches and fields to others. All too often, researchers across fields are unaware
of related work (albeit with some different assumptions and research questions), which can
prevent potential policy steps from being fully informed. Indeed, one hope for the
Handbook is that its use is not merely academic but will influence policy across
a number of legal and regulatory fields. Chapter authors do not merely discuss the extant
literature. Rather, they take care to synthesize the literature and provide some overall
thoughts on existing gaps of research as well as potential policy prescriptions where
appropriate. As the use of data analytics and machine learning play a larger role in
empirical research across fields over time, this may lead to new use of existing data sets
or of new data sets being developed.
Ultimately, while each Handbook chapter can be read independently, the overall collection of work is itself a distinct product that can help challenge certain previously held beliefs
of both researchers and policymakers. One basic divide is that those researchers who focus on
government-related compliance often do not understand how some of the assumptions and
research focuses of private organizational compliance and governance differ in certain
respects. Nor do they always understand some of the similarities. If we have identified new
research questions for researchers and policymakers and challenged some prior beliefs, we
have done our jobs as editors.
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